Dear,

The early registration deadline is on March 31st. Make sure you register soon to reserve your place in the leading conference in behavioral nutrition and physical activity science.

During the Annual Meeting registration, you can also join ISBNPA or renew your ISBNPA membership.

With a single step, you'll access all ISBNPA membership benefits and a reduced price on the Annual Meeting registration.

The process is quite straightforward. Just choose the registration plus ISBNPA membership option and save $270 CDN on conference registration fees. Become part of the leading society for the study of behavioral nutrition and physical activity, and reap the many benefits of membership!

These include reduced publication rates in the ISBNPA journal (IJBNPA), SIG membership, webinars, mentoring for early career researchers, and many other benefits.

Please keep in mind that ISBNPA membership runs within the from January 1st to December 31st of each year. Thus, even if you have paid your membership during last year annual meeting (e.g., in April 2016), you are no longer eligible to access the reduced member registration fee for Victoria.

For that, you'll have to join/renew your membership during the registration process.

Click here to register.
NESI (Students and Early Career) Activities

Registering for #ISBNPA2017
We are pleased to invite you to sign-up for NESI activities when registering for the conference:

- **Conference buddy system** - tell us if you want to be introduced to another ECR/student with similar research interests.
- **NESI dinner Thursday 8th June** - held in a restaurant close to the conference venue (approx. $20CAD, casual dining, venue TBD). A great way to meet and network with ECRs from other countries!
- **Table at the Gala dinner Friday 9th June** - if you want to be seated at a table together with other NESI members.

ECR workshop
The Early Career Researchers' workshop will take place on Wednesday 7th June from 09:00 - 16:45. It will be an opportunity to foster the career development of ECRs and students and interact with mentors through a range of session formats (lectures, small group discussions, short presentations). Topics covered include publishing and peer-reviewing articles, career management, advocacy/communication with policy makers, and personal stories.

Reach us!
Use the hashtag NESI for any NESI-related tweets.
Questions? Comments? A publication to highlight?

Email us anytime!
Keep being a happy academic!

ISBNPA 2017 Satellite Meetings

Look out for ISBNPA 2017 satellite meetings:

- **Pragmatic Evaluation in Physical Activity**

and

- **Implementation of Physical Activity at-Scale: the why and how of it**
  (more info below)

Is your research having impact and reach? There is a gap between what is known from small-scale studies and what is implemented at scale- the 'know-do gap'. Most academic research studies generate data that demonstrate efficacy on a small scale, but in order to have widespread public health benefits, we must implement and deliver interventions based on scientific evidence at scale. Join a panel of implementation scientists for a half-day workshop to study and discuss health interventions delivered at scale across settings and populations.

This workshop is for career researchers, trainees, and practitioners who are interested in delivering effective programs and interventions at scale to improve health and well-being across populations and settings.

The fee includes two meals:
ISBNPA MEMBER: $100
NON-MEMBER: $115
TRAINEE: $75

Register today: [www.activeagingBC.ca/events/](http://www.activeagingBC.ca/events/)
Implementation of Physical Activity Programs at-Scale: THE WHY AND HOW OF IT